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Finance and Growth: E伍cientCausality Tests in 
Eror-Corection Systems for the U.S.A.，the U.K.，and }apan 
Masanori AMANO 
1. Introduction 
There has appeared much literature so far，trying to find the effects 
of financial development on the real aspects of economic development 
and，particularly，on the growth of per capita real GDP，since the semi-
nal work of Gurley and Shaw (1955，1960). They argue that by 0旺er-
ing more extensive kinds of saving instruments to households，the de-
velopment of financial institutions (FIs) can increase saving flow from 
households and raises firms' investment volumes. with broader menus 
of loan packages and with risk reduction through the economy of 
scale and risk-pooling. The development also can enhance the quality 
(pro五tability)of investment by specialized screening techniques of 
FIs. In summary，the development of FIs occurs in advance of，and as-
sists，the development of real economic activity through those ave-
nues. 
The above temporal and causal relationship may be called the ‘Gur-
ley-Shaw hypothesis' because they are probably the first to bring at-
tentions of economists to that causal pattern，although the naming is 
not a conventional one. More than a decade later，the same idea was 
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put into econometric testing by Wallich (1969)， which later came to 
be called the cross-country growth regression. Particularly， using re-
gression techniques he tried to explain the average growth rates of 
many countries over some years by such variables as the exports-
GDP ratio， per capita GDP， population growth rates as well as the 
(FIs' claims on private sector)司 (totalassets) ratio， Mi-GDP ratio (i= 1 
or 2)， growth rates of M 1， and rates of inflation. Wallich's work was 
later extended and improved by a vast number of authors， early im-
portant ones being Kormendi and Meguire (1985) and Barro (1991). 
All those regression analyses as well as a recent one， Levine， Loayza， 
and Beck (2000)， detect temporal precedence (and causality) of五 nan-
cial development over real-side development (i.e. per capita GDP 
growth). 
See Barro (1997) and Levine (1 997) for a survey， and also Levine 
and Renelt (1 992)， Quah (1993) and Mankiw (1995) for critical com・ 
ments. 
Almost independently of this growth regression work， some notable 
papers， though smaller in number than growth regressions， appeared， 
using time series analysis and the concept of Granger causality 
(Granger 1969). They are concerned with causality relationships be-
tween financial development and real-side development (GDP 
growth)， where the measures of financial development takes various 
forms， typical ones being M2/GDP (Marshallian k2) and commercial 
banks' loans (or deposits) -GDP ratios. One of the earliest papers in 
this group is Jung (1986) who shows， using Granger causality tests 
(F-tests)， that causality from financial development to real-side devel-
opment was observed in a weak form， i.e. in the majority of countries 
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he takes up. Similar efforts were made by Demetriades and Hussein 
(1996) and Neusser and Kugler (1998)，where the former focus on 16 
developing countries while the latter deal with 13 OECD countries. 
Later， starting from the Granger causality concept， Toda and Phil-
lips (1993) develop a more e旺 icientcausality testing method than tra-
ditional Granger tests. Luintel and Kahn (1999)， following Toda and 
Phillips' method，extend Granger tests to include cointegration and er-
ror-correction mechanisms and show that， for 10 developing countries， 
the causal direction is al uniformly bidirectional. Arestis et al. (2001) 
deal with five developed countries and point out that the directions of 
causality among developments of stock markets， banking， and the 
real-side (i.e. per capita GDP growth) are di妊 erent from coun try to 
country.l) Arestis and Demetriades (1977) as well as Arestis et al. 
(2001) follow more closely the method of Johansen (1996). Christopou-
los and Tsioas (2004) construct a panel-based vector error-correction 
and cointegration model and show that causality is unidirectional， run回 
ning from financial development to economic growth. 
In this paper 1 develop a framework including cointegration and er-
ror-correction mechanisms that involve economically plausible cointe-
grated relationships (which 1 hope are at least as plausible as previous 
work). 1 estimate the above mechanisms simultaneously and， there戸 
fore， more efficiently (than previous two-stage estimation). A meth-
odological innovation here is that， using economic and statistical argu-
ments， itis able to specify a unique set of cointegrated relations in 
1) 	Also. they stres that banking development is much more important than 
stock market development in promoting economic growth and development. 
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either case where the set includes two or three cointegrated relations. 
Then， for prewar and postwar U. S.A.， u.K.， and ] apan， using the 
above method， 1 examine the causal directions between financial de-
velopment and real-side development. Also， referring to the results of 
causal directions， 1 examine whether the ‘Patrick hypothesis' (Patrick 
1966) is relevant to those countries. Although this naming is not an 
established one， itimplies that in the early stage of development，日-
nancial development precedes and causes real-side development， while 
in the later stage， the causal direction becomes the reverse way. The 
hypothesis implying this reverse causality may be called ‘Robinson-
Lucas hypothesis' because those authors along with Kuznets sup-
ported the latter causal order. In this regard， Robinson (1 952) writes， 
“ by and large， itseems to be the case that where enterprise leads fi-
the importance of fi-“and Lucas (1988) asserts that，" nance follows
nancial matters is very badly over-stressed"; see also Kuznets (1955). 
The next section describes the building blocks， particularly just-
identifying restrictions (on cointegrated relationships)， which can be 
set up uniquely， and examines whether the variables to be included in 
our analysis have a unit root. Section 3 explores the causal directions 
between五 nancialand real development along with if the Patrick hy-
pothesis is relevant to the countries in question. Section 4 concludes 
with a summary and a few remarks. 
2. Unit Roots， Cointegration， and Error Correction 
1 consider V AR systems involving per capita real GDP (lqp) ， one of 
two measures representing the degree of五 nancialdevelopment (ln， lk; 
see below for the definitions)， per capita real exports (lep)， and per 
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capita capital formation (lcp).2) ln is a money multiplier (M2/total 
base money) in the logarithm，lk is a logged Marshallian k2 (M2/ 
nominal GDP). Capital formation includes that of the government.In 
deriving real exports from nominal amounts，1 used GDP de丑ators.All 
the data are measured in annual frequency. 
1 examine the causal patterns of the three countries for prewar and 
postwar periods. The prewar periods of the U.S.A. and the U.K.are 
set from 1874 through 1926，and that of ]apan is from 1888 through 
1940. The postwar periods extends from 1954 through 2005 for al the 
three countries. The reason for the difference in prewar periods is 
that the first two countries started the ‘modern economic growth' 
(Kuznets 1971) earlier，and that the economic activity of the U.S.A. 
and the U.K.was disturbed much more severely by the Great Depres-
sion in their early thirties. 
The maximum number of cointegrating vectors is decided in view 
of trace statistics which are more robust than the method using the 
maximum eigenvalues (Cheung and Lai 1993). There wil occur cases 
with one，two or three cointegrating vectors according to the crite-
rion. When the number of cointegrating vectors is at most two，and 
the financial variable is an M2-money multiplier，1 express the error-
correction mechanisms as 
2) Initialy，1included，in a group of financial development indicators，commer-
cial bank credits (to the private sector) /GDPratio. But since this variable 
did not show any causal relations with real GDP growth in al cases，1 
dropped it from the indicators. 
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ム lqpt α11 α12 。-s13 Ilqpt-lnt-1ム lnt α21 
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ム lCpt I α32 I 1 0 1 -s23 -s24 
lept-1 
where the first cointegrating relationship is 
lqpt-1= s131Cptー I十戸 141eptー 1， (2) 
and the second one is 
lnt-1= s231Cpt-1+ s241ept-1. (3) 
In (1)-(3) a constant term is omitted， but when estimated it is pre-
rence.The eco・旺'ea first di，as usual，implies 6. sent in each equation. 
nomic meaning of (2) is that there is a multiplier-type relation be-
tween capital formation and output production or， interms of error-
correction， the excess of per capita investment over per capita output 
prompts output growth; this mechanism is widely evidenced by De-
Long and Summers (1991). Also， (2) implies that exports per capita 
wil increase output per capita or， inerror-correction terms， the excess 
of exports over output induces further output growth; see Levine and 
Renelt (1992). The meaning of (3) is that financial development wil 
be spurred by higher per capita investment because of the need for 
more五 nancedue to higher per capita investment. Besides， (3) implies 
that exports per capita may prompt the iinancial development. In the 
case of two cointegrating vectors， 1 specify four ss in (1)， where 4=r2 
and r isthe number of cointegrating vectors as well as the rank of the 
cointegrating matrix (the middle matrix of Eq. (1)). In this case， there-
fore， the system is just-idetified. The two normalizing restrictions are 
put on lqp and ln (a financial variable) because of our focus on the 
causal patterns between output and a fiancial variable， and there 
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needs to be only one long-run equation that explains each of per cap-
ita output and a financial variable. Also，if one posits s12宇0，then one 
has to assume s21宇obecause lqp and ln should be dealt with on ‘an 
equal footing.' Here 1 assume s24宇0，but s24=0 enables the system to 
be identified; the estimation will be done assuming s24宇0，because as-
sumption s24=0 yields the same conclusion (as far as causal directions 
between output and a financial variable are concerned). The above 
considerations lead us to specify a unique cointegrated system when it 
consists of two relationships. 
The αij S are the speeds of adjustment (or loading factors) in cointe-
grated relations. For the first (second) cointegrated relation to be a 
stable one，one needs to have negative and significantαll(α22). More-
over，ifα21 is significant， in the first cointegration，one can judge the 
causality runs from per capita GDP (the 1st variable in the V AR) to 
the financial variable (the 2nd variable).五α2くoand is significant 
and also ifα12 is significant， one can judge that causality exists，in the 
second cointegration，from the financial variable (the 2nd variable) to 
per capita GDP (the 1st variable). Toda and Phillips (1993) showed 
cor-ijS)and error(戸that joint estimation of cointegrated relationships 四 
1-百done here can be carried out more eisasijs) (αrection mechanisms 
ciently than two-step procedures (i.e. etimating sijS and αijS sequen-
cialy). They，as well as Hall and Milne (1994)，Toda and Yamamoto 
(1995)，and Luintel and Kahn (1999)，develop discussions on the cau-
sality detection and related topics in the context of generalized 
Granger causality tests. 
When the trace statistics imply that there are at most three cointe-
grating vectors，then the right幽 handmatrix of errorcorrectioncoefi-同 
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cients 	[向 iJis 3x4， and the cointegrating vectors are specified here as 
1 0 -s13 0 
o 1 	-s23 O (4) 
U Uハハ 1 -s34 

As before， the three diagonal unities are normalizing restrictions， 
which are allotted to output per capita， a financial variable， and invet-
ment per capita， because one needs only one equation that determines 
each of the above variables in the long-run. The first cointegrating 
(l ong-run) vector in (4) implies the output-investment (multiplier) re-
lation， the second means， as in the two-cointegration case， that the fi-
nancial development depends on per capita investment， and the third 
indicates that the investment is prompted by more exporting activity. 
Since the identifying restrictions are r 2=32=9， where r is the rank 
number as well as the number of cointegrating relationships， the coin-
tegrating matrix (4) has just-identifying restrictions as in two-coitegra回 
tion case. It can easily be checked if one reduces any one identifying 
restriction， the system is unable to identify al the αijS and sijS simulta-
neously. The considerations that (i) the three main variables， lqp， ln 
(or此)， and lcp have a normalizing restriction， (i) putting s12手 oand 
s21宇 ocuts of the long-run interactions between the first two vari-
ables and the last two variables，3l (i i) the e旺 ectof investment on out-
put is stronger than that of exports (see Levine and Renelt 1992)， and 
(iv) it is plausible to posit that the e宜 ecton五 ancialdevelopment of 
domestic capital formation is stronger than that of exporting activity，4l 
0; s24 1 0-0; s13 0-the identifying matrix becomes [1 ，3) In this case
o 0 1 -s34]， where， e.g.， the五 rstfour elements are the first row of an 4 
X3 matrix. 
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are the enough information to uniquely set up the restriction (cointe-
gration matrix) for the three-cointegration system. 
When the trace statistics indicate that the most probable number of 
cointegration is at most three， the first two VAR equations with error回 
3) can be written as，2，j=l，ij[CRJ (α correction terms
ム lqpt=αl十2:alkム lqp-k+2:azkム併 -k十三 α3kslcp-k+ヱα4ks-klep-k
，3)(CR13α+(CR2)+α121)(CRαII十 (5) 

where CR1=γ1+lqptー 1-s13lcpt-1， CR2=γ2十折々  1-s23lcptー 1， CR3=γ3 
+ lCPt-l-s341eptー 1， 
and 
ム!か t-α2十三 blkslqp-k十三 b2kム{か -k十三 b3kslcp-k十三 b4kslep-k 
+α21 (CR 1)十 α2(CR2) + a23(CR3). (6) 
(Other two equations withム lcporム lepas a dependent variable are 
omitted because they are not used in the following causality examina-
tion.) Here， k runs from 1 to an appropriate number which is indi-
cated by the Lagrange-multiplier tests for serial correlation (in this 
isone of the two financial development {か always set to 1).paper k is
indicators， expressed in the logarism. Also， ai， aij， bij， αij， sij， and yi are 
al constants to be estimated.ム beinga first di妊 erence，ム{か， forexam-
ple，stands for the growth rate of介， where fv is either the M乙 money 
multiplier or Marshallian k2. 
1 next examine if the variables to appear in our V AR systems have 
a unit root (a stochastic trend) for each of prewar and postwar peri-
ods. This test is important and conventional in finding cointegrated re嗣 
4) Here 1 consider， asa competing identifying matrix， [1 0 -s13 1 00 0; 
-s24; 0 0 1 -s34J，where，e.g.，the first four elemens are the五rstrow of 
an 4 x3 matix， which also yields an identifiable system. 
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lations because it is necessary (but not su伍 cient)there to be at least 
two 1(1) (i ntegrated of order 1) variables if the variables have a coin-
tegrated relation. The result of augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for unit 
roots is described in Appendix， which is not attached to this paper but 
is available from the author upon request. 5) The tests， with a constant 
but without a trend， show that except for prewar U.K.包此(logged 
k2)， al variables have a unit root， i.e.， al variables except for the 
above cannot be rejected at the 5% level under the null that the vari-
able has a unit root. The p-value of此 ofprewar U.K. is 0.02 against 
the null hypothesis. But since the lk does not appear in any cointe-
grated relations， al other variables are qualified to be a member of co同 
integrated relations. Also， note again that period classifications are dif-
ferent between the U. S.-u.K. and Japan because the U. S. and u.K. 's de-
velopment started earlier than J apan， and it is necessary to remove 
the influence of the Great Depression on the U.S. and the U.K. as well 
as the war's influence on Japan. 
The p-values for the maximum numbers of cointegrated relations in 
two periods for each country， based on the trace statistics， are shown 
and，Haug，pvaluesare derived from MacKinnon四The 1. in Table 
Michelis (1999)， and those probabilities are against the corresponding 
null hypotheses that the cointegration number is at most one， etc.6) 
The cointegrated relationships and the directions of causality are ex-
hibited in Table 2. 1 conducted the tests for al three financial develop-
ment indicators， i.e.， logarithms of money multiplier ln， Marshallian k2， 
5) All the computations reported in this paper were done with the econometric 
6. software package EViews 
6) The p-values are provided by EViews 6 when computing (5) or (6). 
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Cointegration Rank Tests 8ased on Trace Statistics 1. Table 

Hypothesized number of C。 P-Value for the Left Null 
integration Prewar U.S.A. Hypothesis Postwar U.S.A. 
Zero 0.000 0.124 
At most 1 0.092 0.419 
At most 2 0.122 0.851 
At most 3 0.128 0.409 
Prewar U.K. Postwar u.K. 
Zero 0.466 O. 714 
At most 1 0.635 0.862 
At most 2 0.312 0.688 
At most 3 0.064 0.816 
Prewar Japan Postwar Japan 
Zero 0.164 0.104 0.391 
At most 1 0.291 0.209 0.895 
At most 2 0.881 0.416 0.704 
At most 3 0.991 0.378 0.426 
Note: The first column of Postwar ]apan is the p-values when the financial variable 
is ln，and the second column when it is lk. 
lk，and commercialloans-GDP ratio ly，but the table shows only those 
五nancialvariables displaying clear，signi五cantcausal directions. As 
was noted earlier，loans-GDP ratio ly did not have any causal relations 
with output growth in any country and period. Throughout the peri-
ods and countries，when the significant causal patterns were detected 
for more than one financial variable (which is the case for postwar Ja-
pan)，1 mentioned two causal directions. 
In prewar U.S.A.，it is the M2・moneymultiplier that exhibits the 
causal patterns conforming to the Robinson-Lucas hypothesis. The p-
values in Table 1 indicate there are at most three cointegrated rela-
tions (co=3). lag = 1 means the V AR's lag number is one; lmp=O. 59 
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Table 2. Cointegrations，Loading Factors，and Causal Directions 
Prewar u.s.A. 
ln (lag=1. 1mp=0. 59，co=3): 
lqp =0. 87**lcp，In=2.12**lcp; 
(14.58) (15.54) 

αn=-0.36**，α21=0.48**;α12=0.09へ α22=-0. 22** 

(1.56) (1. 93) (1.21) (2.76) output→ ln 
Postwar U.S.A. 
lk (lag=l，lmp=0.29，co=2): 

lqp =6. 50"lcp -3. 06本 *lep，lk=一 7.52キキ lcp+4. 08**lep; 

(1.41) (4.08) (4.01) (4.06) 

αn=O.ll"，α幻 =-0.24";α12=0.08**，α22=-0.180 ; output← lk 

(2.19) (2.99) (1.99) (2.95) 
Prewar u.K. 
ln (lag= 1，co= 1): 

lqp =0. 60"ln +0. 39** lcp +0. 80** lep;αu= -0.12**; 

(0.15) (2.78) (4.64) (2.27) 

ln = 1.67* * lqp -0. 66*勺 cp-1.34**lep;αn=-0.06**
 
(3.87) (2.70) (3.05) (2.34) output→ ln 
Postwar U.K. 
co=l): 1.ag=(llk 
lqp =0. 20* *Ik+O. 22"lcp +0. 19"lep;α11= -0. 04* 
(2.18) (1.02) (0.96) (1. 75; p=O. 043) 

Ik=4. 920 lqp -1. 09"lcp -0. 92"た'P; α11=-0.04**
 
(1. 63; p =0. 054) (0.70) (0.49) (2.71) output仲 lk 
Prewar Japan 
co=3):，lmp=0.19 1.(lag=ln 
lqp =0.13 lcp;α11=0.04へ α21=0.04"村 
(7.31) (0.59) (0.36) 

政 =0.14 lcp;α12=0.12**， a22=一 0.33**
村 
(11. 75) (2.03) (3.12) output← lk 
Postwar J apan 
ln (lag=l，lmp=0.63，co=2): 

lqp =0. 18lcp -0. 071ep;αn= -0. 01へ α21=-0.02村
 
(3.94) (0.32) (0.04) (2.89) 

ln =0. 21 * lcp;α12=0.05**， a22= -1. 20* 

(5.61) (2.55) (1.70) 
lk (lag=l，co=l); 

lqp = 1.28**lk+0.171五'p +0. 02"lep;αn=0.02" 

(2.99) (2.31) (0.06) (1.13) 

Ik=0.78勺 qp-0. 14 "lcp -0. 01 "lep;α11=-0.13** 

(1.69) (1. 19) (0.06) (3.49) output+-+lk 
significant at 5% level; *: significant at 10% level; U:cantat 10% level; 五non-signi ": 1. Notes: 
implies the causality runs 此)=lnor(か ‘2.l.cantat 1 % leve宣signi日: output←介， 
from五nanceto real development. ‘output → jγimplies it goes the other way round. 
fi-Lag numbers (the first numbers after 3. runs both ways. means itoutput+-+lk'‘ 
nancial variables) were decided by referring to Lagrange-multiplier tests for serial 
correlation. The lmp's are the p-values in the Lagrange-multiplier tests against the 
null ‘there is no serial correlation in the residual series.' co's are the maximum 
number of cointegrated relations， based on trace statistics and MacKinnon征 aug-
Michelis' p-values. All variables are those in the previous year. A constant in each 
equation is omitted but is present in出 eestimation. 
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shows a p-value against the null that the V AR does not have autocor-
related residuals in the Lagrange-multiplier test. In the first two coin-
tegrated relations， only the first is weakly e旺 ective(stable) because 
al is negative and has t-ratio=1. 558，whose p-value (against the null 
that al孟 0)=0.063. Hence one can judge there，although weak，to be 
a causation from a financial variable to output， which 1 write output‘
and per capita lnThe second cointegrated relatiton between '.ln← 
capital formation， although it has a significant coe百 icient， isnot e旺 ec-
tive (stable) since a12 is not significant. The third cointegrated relation 
between capital formation and real exports (both per capita) is not 
shown in the table， because it is not pertinent to the causality be-
tween financial development and output expansion. 
Regarding the postwar U.S. period，in view of the p-values in Table 
2. one obtains two cointegrated relations which are shown in Table ，1 
Here，only the second cointegrated relation involving Marshallian k2 is 
stable， and a significant a12 (t= 1. 99) indicates that causality runs 
lk.'←output，‘i.e.t，from finance to outpu
Turning to the prewar U.K. period，one sees that the financial vari-
able exhibiting causality with output per capita is its money multi-
plier. Also， the p-values in Table 1 show the maximum number of co四 
integrating vector is one. Hence the two cointegrating vectors， one ln 
on the left-hand-side and another lqp on the left， which are shown in 
Table 2， are obtained. Only the second cointegrated relation is e旺 ec-
7) In this unit rot test， postwar U.S.'s money multiplier ln has p =0.09，so that 
it is significant only at the 10% level. As wil be shown， however，this vari-
able does not appear in a cointegrated relation which has significant coefi-
cients. 
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tive， because al is negative and significant. Also， the coefficient on lqp 
is significant and has an economically plausible positive sign. In the 
first cointegration， although al has a right and signi五 cantvalue， the 
coefficien t ofln is not signi五 cant. Therefore， one concludes there to be 
‘output→ lk' causation in the prewar U.K. period. 
The next target is the U.K.'s postwar period. Here， only the Mar-
shallian k2 exhibits causality relations with lqp. The p-values in Table 
1 say the maximum cointegration number is one， and the estimation 
on the lqpThe cointegrated relation with 2. results are listed in Table 
left shows a clear， significant causality from lk to lqp (the p-value for 
al is 0.04)， but the reverse causality is weak with the coe伍 cientof 
lqp having the p-value of 0.054. Hence， one can conclude that the cau-
but one needs to re-，' output lk仲，‘i.e.，sality runs in both directions
mind that the right-hand arrow (the Robinson-Lucas hypothesis) is 
weak for this case. 
1 next turn to the prewar ]apanese period. There are three cointe-
grated relations for the Marshallian k2. Of the first two cointegrations， 
only the second one is stable， and a12's t-ratio 2.03 indicates there was 
the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis， i.e.，‘ output← lk.' 
Finally， itremains to examine the postwar ]apanese period. For 
money multiplier ln， the p-values in Table 1 indicate there are two co・ 
integrated relations. Of those two， only the second one is stable， and a 
significant a12 implies the Gurley-Shaw hypothesis is relevant， i.e. ‘out-
put← ln.'. There was another stable cointegration here， which is for 
the Marchallian k2. As is shown in the table， only the relation with lk 
on the left is stable (αI<0， whose t-ratio is 3.49). Hence for this pe-
riod of ]apan， synthesizing the two results for ln and lk， one concludes 
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Causal Directions for the Three Countries 3. Table 

Prewar Postwar 
The U.S.A. output→ fin. var. output← fin. var. 
The U.K. output→ fin. var. output+→fin.var. 
Japan output← fin. var. output+→五 n. var. 
K.'sU.Postwar=0. 063). 2. (p7%cantat 自signiisPrewar U.S.'s causation 1. Notes: 
rightward causation is significa此 at6% (p=0. 054). 3. Other causations are 
signi五cantat least at 5% (se Table 2). 
the causality is bidirectional，i.e.，‘ output仲 lk.' 
It is now convenient to summarize our causality detection and re-
late them to the previous inquiries. See Table 3 and its notes. In the 
cases of the U.S.A. and the U.K.， the prewar period saw the direction 
of output→ a financial variable， while in the postwar period， the oppo四 
site causal direction was observed. Also，in the U.K.，the reverse one， 
output→ a financial variable，was weakly observed. In other words，the 
two countries accord with the Robinson-Lucas hypothesis in the pre-
war period，while their postwar causality corresponds mainly to the 
Gurley-Shaw hypothesis. Finally，in the ]apanese case， the prewar pe-
riod saw an output← a financial variable causality (Gurley-Shaw hy-
pothesis)， while its postwar development accompanied bidirectional 
(i.e output付 afinancial variable) causality. 
Finally，1 note the relationship between our results and the Patrick 
hypothesis， which implies that in the early development phase， the 
Gurley-Shaw hypothesis is typically relevant， while in the later stage 
of development，the Robinson-Lucas hypothesis is normally observed. 
As is seen in the table，according to our choice of countries and peri-
ods，the Patrick hypothesis did not seem plausible. Further examina回 
tion will be needed，however，regarding the demarcation between the 
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earlier and later periods as well as the extension of the number of 
sampled countries. 
4. Concluding Remarks 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the causality relationships 
between financial development and per capita GDP growth for prewar 
and postwar U. S.A.， U. K.， and J apan， applying the newer method 
which uses cointegration and error-correction mechanisms and which 
estimates the coe旺 icientsof both mechanisms at the same time and 
therefore e伍 ciently.A methodological innovation of this paper is that 
it was possible to set up unique cointegrated (l ong-run) relationships 
both when their number is two and three， using economic and statisti-
cal arguments. 
The main observation from the above discussions is that causal di-
rections between real development and financial development are 
country-and period-specific， which in turn implies that the causal di-
rections may depend specific historical paths each country followed， 
particularly regarding the institutional settings and economic policies. 
In this paper 1 did not consider the impacts of direct financial routes 
on the development of the real-side economy， because Arestis et al. 
(2001) show that those routes have much smaller influence on eco・ 
nomic growth than the route via banking (see footnote 1)， and be-
cause Mayer (1990) exhibits the (gross) financing ratios (1970ー85av四 
erages) of the U.S.A.， the U.K.， and Japan are 23.1 %， 21. 4%， and 
40.7%， respectively， for bank loans; 9.7%， 0.8%， and 3.1 % for bonds; 
and 0.8%， 4.9%， and 3.5% for shares， which means that banking fi-
nance is relatively dominant in those countries. These observations 
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would，however，have to be examined for other periods and countries. 
See Amano (2005) that deals with the same topic using different 
set of variables and di妊erenttechniques. 
Data Notes 
The data used in this paper were drawn from the following sources: 
. The U.S.A. 
Gordon，R.]. (Ed.)，1986. The American Business Cycle: Continuity and Change. University 
of Chicago Press，Chicago. 
International Monetary Fund，Various Years. International Financial Statistics Yearbooks. 
Whashington，D.C. 
U.S. Department of Commerce，1975. Historical Statistics of the United States. Whashington， 
D.C. 
.The U.K. 
The Bank of Japan，Various Years. Foreign Economic Statistics Annuals. Tokyo. 
Capie，F.，Webber， A.， 1985. A Monetary History of the United Kingdom，1870-1982. Allen 
and Unwin，London. 
International Monetary Fund，Various Years. op.cit. 
Mitchell，B.R.， 1988. British Historical Statistics. Cambridge University Press，Cambridge. 
. Japan 
The Bank of ]apan，Various Years. Economic Statistics Annuals. Tokyo. 
Fujino，S.，1994. Money Supply in J apan. Keiso-shobo，Tokyo (in J apanese). 
1: ，Long-Term Economic Statistics，Hitotsubashi University Institute of Economic Research
Labor Force. 1988.，M. Umemura et aL 2: National Income; 1974.，Ohkawa et aL K. 
Toyokeizai-shinposha，Tokyo. 
The Historical Statistics of Japan. Japan Sta-8.198，Management and Coordination Agency 
tistical Association，Tokyo. 
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